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“Our generation, whose interest it is to forget, would like to
abolish good memory by decree. I would also be glad to remove
my early poems from every library and from the memory of the
people. Pathetic people revise their past. (…) If they are angry
with somebody, they prove that the given person had been a
criminal from the cradle. Of course, this is no longer important.”1

Introduction
The historical memory of the democratic oppositions was independent of the official ideology of the
Communist regime. This independent memory was not the consequence but the cause of the
establishment and the functioning of the opposition. Obviously, the identity of the democratic
opposition was rooted in ideas that were in opposition with the official ideology: without an
independent memory there would have been no opposition. Despite the fact that Hungarian samizdat
publications mostly dealt with current affairs rather than historical ones, these journals were
inseparably linked to the desire for and the existence of an independent memory. Thus, independent
historical memory was a constitutive element of the democratic opposition.
The editors2 resumed the publication of the most important samizdat journal, Beszél , after the
Polish self-limiting revolution3 at the end of 1981. This publication had close links to the democratic
opposition and in particular to SZETA (The Fund for Supporting the Poor), which saw the helping of
the poor, whose existence the regime denied, as its main mission. At the end of the 1980s, the editors
also had close ties to the Network of Free Initiatives, 4 and later to the Alliance of Free Democrats
(SZDSZ)5. In the beginning, Beszél was duplicated illegally with the use of stencils (1981-89), then it
became a legal weekly (1989-96) and later monthly magazine (from 1996 to the present).
The editors and authors of the opposition publications took seriously and started out from the
hypocritical statements of the regime about constitutionality and the freedoms of speech and press.
They were outspoken about taboo subjects and always published the names and contact details of the
editors. With this, the editors did not only risk their job and their freedom but also such unpleasantries
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as the revocation of their passport, the constant scrutiny of the secret police or the confiscation of their
writings.
In 1981 the first issue of Beszél defined the aim of the journal in the following way: “We wish
to assist the quietly clamoring masses in painting a better picture of themselves in a period when two
tiny minorities – the country’s leadership and the opposition – are loudly arguing with each other.” 6
Since Beszél was primarily the forum of the democratic opposition, it did not take long until the need
for a coherent political program surfaced. This program appeared in 1987 as a special section – entitled
Social Contract – of the twentieth issue. It demanded constitutionalism, freedom of the speech, the
protection of the interest of employees, social security, civil rights, but before all, the resignation of the
general secretary of the Communist party, János Kádár. It called attention to such unspoken demands as
the distancing of relations with the Soviet Union, the resolution of the situation of Hungarians abroad,
and the restoration of the events of 1956 to the collective memory of the nation.
This also shows that Beszél mostly dealt with current affairs. It focused on the changes that
concerned Central and Eastern Europe and covered these events from a Hungarian point of view. The
topics the journal covered can be classified into four broad categories:
1. The examination of and debate over current political and economic issues.
2. The past, characteristics, and role of the Hungarian democratic opposition.
3. Raising and examining issues that the regime treated as taboos.
4. Reviews and descriptions of books that were published either illegally or abroad and talked of
political or moral questions; the introduction of legal and illegal democratic organizations, their
documents and activities.
Since in the examination of all these issues aimed at serving present needs, the focus was on issues
that were relevant and problematic in the 1980s, including (1) the crisis of the Hungarian economy and
possible solutions to it, (2) censorship and the opposition press, (3), the situation of Hungarian
minorities abroad (especially in Czechoslovakia and Romania), (4) the relationship of the churches and
those in power, coercions and persecutions, (5) The military power seizure in Poland in 1981 and the
illegalization of Solidarity (6) the situation of those living under the poverty line in Hungary, (7) the
need for and the lack of advocacy of the interest of workers, (8) the building of the dam at Gab ikovoNagymaros and arguments against it, (9) the nuclear catastrophe in Chernobyl, its concealment by the
press, and (10) the reform of the electoral law.
Based on this, it appears that there is no opportunity to uncover the historical view of samizdat
intellectuals. Samizdat publications hardly published articles on history. However, as thy discussed
current events, they often offered historical reviews or blamed problems on certain historical processes.
Thus, it can be said in general that history was not among the focal issues. The only exception
was the 1956 revolution in Hungary. Not only did the opposition took it upon itself to articulate its own
interpretation of the revolution on the pages of Beszél , but also aimed at introducing its events through
the eyes of the participants in the form of interviews, memoirs, and documents. This way they made
1956 an event open to research, which would not have been possible without the publication of
information that was not open for research. However, the contributions about the 1956 revolution did
not look upon this event as history, because they thought that it was an unresolved, thus living problem
of the society. They believed that the silence surrounding the memory of 1956 and the retaliations after
the revolution were the fundamental lies of the Kádár regime. Therefore, if the opposition could tell the
truth about the revolution, then they could substantially contribute to the delegitimization of the regime.
The description of the past and present of Hungarian minorities, the situation of the churches,
the political and economic periodization of the years following 1956 and the descriptions of the
characteristics of these periods were frequently discussed in Beszél . Furthermore, it openly talked
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about issues that the Socialist regime treated as taboos: the 1947 coming to power of the Communists
and the fate of the other parties, the situation of the Jews, and Hungarian emigration after 1945. Besides
questions directly concerning Hungarians, the contributors of Beszél reflected on the social, political,
and economic processes of the neighboring countries, Romania and Czechoslovakia, in particular. The
Polish changes preceding the 1956 revolution by a few months, the Prague Spring of 1968, and the
military coup in Poland in 1981 also played an important role in the analyses.

The 1956 Revolution, Retribution, and the Dilemmas of the Intellectuals

“Those who were born after 1956 do not have common memories.
(…) They are also sufferers of the consequences of the defeat in
1956: the hang-dog culture of Kádárism.”7
The dissident intellectuals who contributed to samizdat publications belong to the part of the
intelligentsia that defined itself as the democratic opposition, stood in opposition to power, and
demanded political rights. Not all of the intelligentsia of the Kádár era belonged to the opposition.
Nonetheless, intellectuals suffered from the same problem as all of them broke with the independent,
critical and democratic tradition of intellectuals, which were so characteristic of the political thinker,
István Bibó. The opposition often referred to the 'Bibó forgetting' phenomenon, 8 which did not only
mean that the opposition discarded the 1956 demands for democracy and independence, but that they
broke with the liberal tradition and the sober value judgments that Bibó represented.
For the opposition, 1956 was the starting point. Miklós Haraszti expressed it in the following
way: “since ideals do not, but only tanks matter, everyone seeks his or her own recipe for getting on in
life. Mine could only be a private recipe: we treat spinelessness with reading forbidden literature.”9
In the following section of this study, I will compare the official position of the regime with the
opinion of the opposition, i.e. the ideology of spinelessness with the forbidden literature. While the
Communist regime referred to 1956 as a counterrevolution against people's democracy that was incited
by imperialists, the opposition talked about a revolution that was the result of social unity and that
demanded democratic changes and political rights.
What was the 1956 revolution in reality? Was it a revolution, national uprising,
counterrevolution, war of independence, or a crushed rebellion? Or did it demand independent, selfgoverned, democratic socialism instead of state socialism?
Examining the issue from multiple points of view, the opposition offered several alternative
interpretations. One of these claimed that the Hungarian revolution in 1956 was the first loud outcry of
the people of Eastern Europe. It was a radical expression of demands that has not been repeated in any
other countries of the region ever since:
“… it was the 1956 revolution that expressed the squelched will of the peoples of Eastern
Europe, living under Soviet occupation and in Communist regimes for (1) national
independence, (2) multi-party system, (3) representation of the workers' interest (through
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workers' councils), and (4) freedoms of speech, assembly, religion, and press. ”10
According to another interpretation, 1956 was a spontaneous joining together of the workers. Thus, it
was not possible to talk about 1956 as the overthrowing of the power of the people. One of the famous
workers' leaders in 1956, Sándor Rácz expressed this the following way:
“What I believe is the greatest shame is that the regime did not aim at increasing and deepening
the self-awareness of the workers after 1948, but ruined workers' unity, on which the power of
the workers should have been developed, by the institution of the informers' system. In 1956,
the deceived workers clearly realized this and supported and defended the revolution as long as
they could. They did so, because they understood that it was possible to build a society that was
free of exploitation in Hungary. I myself find the obligation to fulfill their commitments the
most important political-historical deed in the history of the Hungarian workers' movement,
because it was on their own initiative without any manipulative attempts.”11
Third, the interpretation of the revolution is also closely linked to the role the intelligentsia played after
1956. Beszél did not only claim that intellectuals played a decisive role in the revolution but also that
this role influenced their post-revolution behavior. In his ironic introduction, János Kis, who was one of
the leading figures of the democratic opposition, wrote:
“It is said that nothing is happening in Hungary. The people are happy that it is left alone and do
not have to deal with politics, can built their houses in their free time, raise the poultry, and
bungle. The intellectuals shut themselves off into the ivory tower of culture, and leave politics
to politicians. The churches collaborate with the state. Old-fashioned reactionaries and civil
democrats died out and the revisionists of the Communist movement could never rebound again
after their defeat in 1956. Power sometimes shows its steely fist, but seeing that nobody is out
of line, it quickly puts its fist back into its pocket.”12
Among other things, Beszél wanted to disprove this. They wanted to prove that dissidents are present
in national politics again. They follow and criticize the steps taken by those in power, and continue in
the democratic tradition that appeared to be lost. By the early 1980s not even the country's leadership
denied the existence of the democratic opposition. János Kádár, the general secretary of the Communist
Party, speaking at the meeting of the party activists of Borsod county described the situation in the
following way:
“As for intellectuals, most of them have a positive attitude and support our socialist goals. A
small minority, perhaps following fashionable trends, has a tendency for effusiveness and only
see the negative side of everything.”13
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For a long while after 1956, politics was characterized by the absence of or, at the least, the silence of
intellectuals. That is why it was a novelty that at the end of the 1970s the democratic opposition got
organized. The writers of Beszél sensed that after 1956 the relationship of the leadership and the
opposition changed fundamentally and, as a result, there was no visible opposition in the 1960s.
The Communist leadership redefined alliance politics, left space for various 'progressive ideas',
and wanted to preserve the monopoly of Marxism by persuasion and not by coercion. 14 This was
Kádár's 'Hungarian way'. The economic boom that followed the repression after 1956 made a certain
kind of compromise between the regime and the intelligentsia possible. The compromise meant that in
exchange for the unquestionability of its political monopoly, the Party made allowances with regard to
culture, consumption habits and in everyday life. Of course, the leaders of the regime saw this as their
own success.
The Kádárist compromise or capitulation – the deal – and the fear of forgetting was the
fundamental point of reference for the democratic opposition. The deal, which was made after the 1956
revolution, was a symbolic agreement between Hungarian society and the leading political elite. It was
interpreted differently in various samizdat publications.
The greatest fear of the opposition concerning 1956 was that the revolution would be forgotten,
which contributed to the coming to existence of different interpretations of the revolution. To prevent
the revolution falling to oblivion, the editors of Beszél made it a policy to mention 1956 in each issue.
At the Monor meeting of different opposition groups, István Csurka described the situation that was the
consequence of the 'deal' in the following terms.
“Hungarian society today is the result of a bad, one-sided, opportunistic, yet also efficient and
useful compromise. This forced compromise was made after the crushed revolution and war of
independence. We were forced into it but the deal was not entirely useless or ineffective. The
nation also gained with it. The country gained the “happiest barrack” image as a result of the
compromise. For sure, life in the 1960s and 1970s became more human and bearable. (…) The
happy barrack life went on above a huge barrel covered by a thick lid to hide its rotting
contents. After November 4, 1956, blood, heroic death, workers' council, the beauties of the
revolution, the ecstasy of one week's freedom, and self-consciousness were thrown into the
barrel. Later on the thousands who were hanged, and the beatings and humiliation of the
imprisoned were also thrown into the barrel only to be covered by the lid of forgetting. The
main condition of the deal was to forget and be silent. 'Who is not against us is with us,' said
János Kádár. But it was only possible not be against them if one was able to forget.”15
According to the narrative of the democratic opposition about 1956, the decade after the revolution
passed by the silence of the Hungarian intelligentsia. This was the consequence of the crushing of the
revolution and the imprisonment of the activist intellectuals. Those who had resisted emigrated,
became mute, or served those in power to secure a livelihood. In the 1980s the old Communist and
revolutionary intelligentsia no longer existed. The leaders of the opposition, including fifty-sixers,
leftist of 1968, social democrats, and radical democrats, moved closer to the strategic aim step by step
through the chosen policy of radical reforms. More or less, they all agreed that most people were
disillusioned by the regime, but some served the power elite while others tried to find a way out of the
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general economic and political crisis. As György Konrád said “the vacuum that sucked in most of the
official and opposition intellectuals alike in both the East and the West was block nationalism.” 16
Thus, the opposition's view of the compromise of the 1960s and 1970s was fundamentally
different from the official interpretation. Given the circumstances, György Petri said – and most of the
opposition agreed with him – it was not possible to speak about a compromise:
“Since the social compromise no longer exists, it is time to call attention to the fact that it never
existed. What we called a compromise – and many people called it so – was resignation to
reality. A compromise necessitates partners of comparable standing. The post-retribution society
in the 1960s was only able to acknowledge things rather than to agree to them. This is true
despite the fact that the growth and the happier times in the barrack gave a rationally
unreasonable albeit psychologically understandable euphoria and the childish belief in the
limitless elasticity of the barriers. Hungarian society as a whole, including most of the
intelligentsia, was susceptible to such naivety, simply because it always tended toward political
infantilism since it had always been socialized that way.”17
Petri thought that opposition intellectuals took part in public life in the 1960s not because they were
persuaded that Kádárism was right, but because they were willing to silence their own conscience for
certain concessions. István Eörsi represented a less radical point of view. He believed that the
compromise did exist, but it was based on the fear of the events of the period before 1956 rather than
on the success of Kádárist politics:
“Those whose fate was to be silenced or persecuted during the Rákosi era did not fare any
better. Fear was written in their bones and now they serve in silence and with resignation those
whom they despise. 'It can only get worse', they say with a whisk when they meet the desire for
change. The mute compromise that the Kádárist state made with its citizens is based on the
memory of Rákosi, Soviet intervention, and the gallows.”18
Both opposition writers – István Eörsi and György Petri – agreed that intellectuals subsided into silence
in the 1960s. Yet, Petri saw this as a result of the regime's concessions. According to Eörsi, a social
compromise existed but it was based on the fear of the Rákosi regime rather than on the success of the
Kádár regime.
It is important to note that while official propaganda and the democratic opposition agreed that
the 1960s was characterized by the lack of open opposition, the Communist leadership differed on this
point privately. János Kádár's speech at the MSZMP Politburo in 1982 testifies to this:
“… many in this room referred to the fact that opposition has constantly exited since 1956. That
is true. And the problem with it was that we tried to fight it in our own way. I am not sure how
the hell to say this, but in the political active part of society the opposition was in majority
around December 1956. I think I can say it his way. And how did it become a minority? Think
of what methods we used and how we use them at the time. That leaves us with some
experience for today. (…) But if you remember, we persecuted the big fish: those who murdered
an individual or masses of people. We did not care what people said on trams or anywhere
16
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else.”19
According to Kádár, the opposition was not mute after 1956; it is only that the leadership did not use
total retaliation against them. However, the democratic opposition found such an understanding of the
post-revolutionary consolidation entirely false. Using documents available at the time, M. János Rainer
M. tried to count the number of people who fell victim to the retribution and see who these people
were. His findings contradict the concept of limited retribution. He claimed that retribution targeted
certain types, namely:
“people in their early twenties at best, workers who fought in arms, those who were around
thirty and had some respect in their local communities, and those who perhaps had lower-level
leadership positions in firm-level workers' councils or were elected to firm-level revolutionary
committees. Of course, retribution did not spare the intellectuals who played a leading role in
the more moderate, pre-revolutionary period and were unable to accept the defeat of the
revolution and continued resistance together with workers' councils. We estimate that 350-400
people were executed in Hungary between December 1956 and the end of 1961 and the vast
majority – about 90% – of them was executed for their participation in the revolution. (…)
Sixteen thousand people were imprisoned, several hundred executed, and tens of thousands
were sanctioned in other ways after the government promised impunity for participants.”20
The interpretation of retaliations was closely linked to the criminal trials of the post-revolutionary
period. The opposition questioned the regime's claim that retributions were fair and only the 'traitors' of
the people were called to account.
“Post-revolutionary retribution did not initiate show trials, but did not bother to stop the free
interpretation and constructive classification of facts. The investigating, prosecuting, and
judicial personnel hardly changed until the end of the retributions. The process of retributions
was most likely started by the political leaders, because they had no other means to break social
opposition. The desire for revenge of the pre-revolutionary old Party apparatus that came to
power again made this process especially brutal. And perhaps it is not an unfounded
presumption that the period of retributions was so long, because of the new political leadership
and the old Party apparatus.”21
The opposition also called into question the claim of the representatives of power that even those who
committed major crimes were given the opportunity for a fair trial and to defend themselves and that
the people were adequately informed after trials. The opposition pointed out that this was not in
harmony with facts.
“On June 17, 1958 the announcement of trials and executions after they had taken place resulted
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in general shock.22 Although it did not evoke strong emotions in the lethargic and terrified
public, most people acknowledged the announcement that the former prime minister Imre Nagy
was tried and executed without the people's knowledge with rage and bitterness.
“Neither did they get fair information after the events. The announcement of the Ministry of
Justice and the White Book23 that was published later said nothing about when and where Imre
Nagy was arrested, when and where interrogations took place, who the prosecutor and the
members of the court were. These documents did not list the names of the witnesses. The
picture they gave of the proceeding, the evidence, and the defense strategy of the defendants
was confusing and incomprehensible. No wonder that the rumor that Imre Nagy was executed
without trial or if there was a trial it took place in the Soviet Union and not in Hungary spread
quickly. Twenty-five years passed since then, yet the outlets of power have added nothing to the
fragment and false information published in 1958.”24
According to one of the most important self-justificatory narratives of the Kádár regime, the regime
broke with the political practice of Stalinism. The editors of samizdat publications saw it differently.
They thought that there was a perceivable continuity between the Stalinist orthodox dictatorship of
Rákosi and the Kádár regime. They found the proof in the fact that the political prisoners of the Rákosi
era were not rehabilitated as late as the 1960s:
“The present political leadership has claimed since November 4, 1956 that it broke with the sins
of the past. However, it did not compensate the victims of those sins (apart from a few
rehabilitations) or the cruelly punished opponents of that regime in any way. What is more, the
present regime only continued punishing them, because they were tried after the revolution
again and since they count as recidivists, the amnesty of 1963 did not apply to them. Several
hundreds of them remained in prison until the turn of the 1960s and 1970s on the basis of the
verdicts made around 1950, and they still suffer from the consequences of the long
punishment.”25
The other manifestation of continuity was the eagerness with which the Kádár regime used the skills
and the desire of the police and judicial cadres for revenge in order to solidify its own power. What set
the democratic opposition apart from the official policy makers was that they disclosed this continuity
and turned against it. This characterized the contributors of the Bibó Memorial Book, who published
this samizdat book on the birthday of István Bibó. As Miklós Szabó, opposition historian, said, “the
authors [of the Bibó Memorial Book] represent diverging points of view, their opinions differ from one
another. What is the uniting point then? What is it that their diverging thinking is still united in? I think
it is that they do not accept the continuity with Stalinism and that they are committed to a future that
should not incorporate this historical phenomenon.”26
The opposition thought that while certain elements of the regime show direct continuity, society
has changed: it became more fatigued, more resigned, and more opportunistic. It resembled its old self
less and less. It was deprived of its history; things were decided without them and above their heads.
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István Csurka wrote,
“Since November 4, 1956, Hungarians do not live their own history. This did not happen after
defeats in previous wars. It happened in the soul of the people. (…) Neither after 1945, which
represented the greatest change in history, nor after the death of the thousand-year old state at
the end of World War I. when the country lost the war and won its freedom did the awareness of
continuity break in the soul of the people on either the winners' or on the losers' side.”27
The hope that still existed after 1945 was lost for good after 1956. The promise of and the chance for
freedom disappeared. It became clear that Communism was not a straitjacket forced on the country for
a short time, but a permanent system in Central Europe. This was not so, because neither superpowers
were interested in changing the geographic status quo of the cold war. In 1956 the United States did not
risk a third world war in order to liberate Hungary. Consequently, Soviet power were cemented in
Central Europe for decades. People in the region lost their right to shape their own history.
In connection with 1956, Beszél mentioned a lot of political personal who were forgotten or
disapproved by the regime and the younger generation could not hear about. Obviously, Imre Nagy was
one of the most important reinterpreted people, but Sándor Bali (the leading figure of the Workers'
Council of Greater Budapest), Géza Losonczy, Miklós Gimes, Pál Maléter, József Szilágyi, Miklós
Vásárhelyi and such political thinkers as Sándor Haraszti and István Bibó also had a place in the
personal recollections of the contributors. To understand the role these people played, interviews were
made with the survivors. In case of those who had died or were executed, personal recollections of
others, speeches, and court reports were used to remember them. For example, they wrote about Isván
Bibó that he “was the only remaining representative of the dissident tradition in Hungary. In the 1970s
there was a Bibó renaissance: his writings were duplicated, published as samizdat literature and served
as starting point for debate. The duplicates reached even those whom other critical thoughts rarely
penetrated. The Memorial Book was meant to be the culmination of this renaissance. The group that
accepted Bibó's intellectual heritage wanted to express their admiration to Bibó on the occasion of his
70th birthday, but, in the end, could only salute his memory. ”28
It had the effect of a great revelation when Beszél published the 'minutes' of the three meetings
of the Workers' Council of Greater Budapest (KMT). KMT was founded in November 14, 1956 and
operated until December 9 when its offices were closed and their leaders arrested. No minutes were
made during these meetings.29 Therefore, the minutes of the meeting were put together from the notes
jotted down by the participants of those meetings.
Anniversary Celebrations
Beszél had a special column devoted to 1956. These were documents or obituaries rather than
interviews or personal recollections. 30 As the opposition writers noted on the 25th anniversary of the
revolution, there have always been people who remembered October 23 – the anniversary of the
revolution. “On the first anniversary, a few college students walked through the streets that protesters
took the year before. As a punishment they were denied the opportunity to study forever.
Commemorations had to be held in private homes. They became intimate personal affairs. They also
27
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testify about the fact that some dozen or thousand people did not forget the revolution, gathered with
their friends and fellow prisoners, or lit a candle for their dead, the unknown Hungarian rebels and the
Russian privates who died. The police was fearful of those October days. On the night of October 2122, 1957, they arrested five hundred people as a precaution. Similar arrests were made for many years
to come even if on a smaller scale.”31 Police action was more visible in 1981 than in the previous years.
“For months, the official propaganda whispered that the Party was preparing for a more realistic
evaluation of the sad events and wanted to raise the taboo concerning 1956. Then as an anticlimax there
was even more intense press propaganda than before, using well-known slogans about the
counterrevolution of factory-owners and landowners and the mistakes made by the Rákos-Ger
leadership. (…) Still, the twenty-fifth anniversary was different than the ones before. It was the first
time that the secondary public commemorated the revolution.” 32
In the years of the Kádár regime, the representative body – general assembly – of the Hungarian
Writers' Association met in every five years, including 1981 and 1986. These meetings always had
tense moments when the representatives of the power elite and the writers did not agree. But only in
1986 did disagreements end up in open confrontation. No confrontation happened during the 1981
general assembly despite it taking place on December 12 and 13. The second day was memorable
because military government was introduced in Poland on that day. Opposition writer György Dalos
commented on this in the following way:
“We do not note it to blame anyone but the assembled Hungarian writers did not feel it
necessary to express their concern over the fate of their Polish colleagues. They already knew
what their Polish colleagues are only to learn now. They do not raise their voice and do not
sacrifice the attainable for their principles. They politely clap when György Aczél tells them that
he prefers those who write literature to those who write their names on petitions.”33
The democratic opposition organized a two-day conference at a private home in Budapest on December
5-6, 1986 on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of the revolution. The approximately seventy
participants of the conference made the first objective attempt to recall the events of the revolution. The
authors, writers, participants of the revolution, and young intellectuals tried to view events from the
distance of history and treated it as a subject of scientific research. The debate was based on studies
written by Ferenc Donáth, 34 János Kis,35 Imre Mécs, 36 Jen Széll, 37 and Miklós Vásárhelyi.38
Participants also called their personal memories and experience to their aid in order to supplement their
analysis of the unclear issues concerning the revolution. Later, a shortened version of the minutes of the
debate was published.39
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Sometimes the participants of the debate wanted to decide questions that were difficult to judge
even in the knowledge of nuanced information. How did the revolution start? How much was it
spontaneous or inevitable? How much was it nativity? How much was the revolution consciously
planned? These questions had serious political significance for the opposition. A spontaneous
movement was both legitimization and acquittal. A pre-planned event could mean both deliberate
manipulation and intellectual power, which wanted to put new social forces into action and change the
regime.
1986 was a turning point in remembering 1956. Commemorative events right before transition
treated the revolution as part of history. By 1988-89, the revolution cemented its place in Hungarian
history. The opposition conference in 1986 was the watershed: debates still held the possibility for both
the continuation of and breaking with the past. That is why the evaluation of János Kis, which appeared
in the 1987 thematic issue about the revolution, is so telling:
“The anniversary of 1956-1957 is not yet history. Hungarian society could not come to terms
with its total defeat. Similarly, those in power could not shake off the weight of victory. The
economic and political crisis that has grown deeper and deeper in the 1980s is the crisis of the
regime that has been restored thirty years ago. The restoration sent the demands of the
revolution – neutrality, multi-party system, and economic self-governance – into exile. Thus, the
opportunities of Hungarian society remained at the level where they were in 1947, which made
it impossible to catch up with the West. We start to pay the bill for this now – after thirty years.
So what if we point at these connections? No matter how much the Soviet world order has
changed since 1956, the fundamental demands of the revolution cannot be made into short-term
goals even today. A neutral, self-governed Hungary with a multi-party system is still a distant
ideal. The crisis of the 1980s is related to the 1956-1957 in other ways, as well. It was then that
the political style of the power elite took shape. János Kádár and his environment deduced lifelong lessons from the political struggles before and after November 4, 1956. These were not
reviewed either during the consolidation, economic reform, the retreat from reforms in the
1970s nor when reforms were continued in the 1980s. Today's crisis is not only the crisis of the
regime: it is also the crisis of the means used by those in power.”40
Approximately a year later, when the Committee on Historical Justice (TIB) was founded in June 5,
1988, the new democracy-oriented political actors went beyond mere the commemoration of events.
The leaders of TIB made it clear that they found it important to objectively assess the whole post-1945
era, the revolution in particular, with the help of historical documents.41 This meant the radical
acceleration of events. What appeared to be a distant ideal for the leaders of the democratic opposition
at the end of 1986 and 1987 almost became reality in 1989. The roundtable negotiations between the
power elite and the democratic opposition took place in 1989, a new constitution was ratified, and the
republic declared. As a result of the free elections in 1990, a democratic republic, in which the people
elected all representatives from the local to the national level and which had a multi-party system, came
into being.
Of course, this did not mean that the problem of historical justice was forced into the background.
Rather the function of this issue changed. The scientific rediscovery of the past gave way to the
utilization of 1956 for political ends. The samizdat journal, Demokrata, paid special attention to the
reports about and remembering the historical forgeries of the power elite when it published its thematic
issue about the revolution in June 1988. “Numerous debates and a lot of guessing are going on,” they
40
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wrote, “about the Rajk trial when the documents of this event, which already became the synonym of a
show trial internationally, are protected as sensitive state secret, provided they had not disappeared for
good. And the other show trials that preceded the Rajk trial are also covered by similar mist.”42 These
include the imprisonment of Pál Demény and Aladár Weisshaus Aladár, the trials of the Hungarian
Community, the smallholder 'conspirators', Cardinal József Mindszenty, MAORT, Standard, and the
left and right wings of the Social Democratic Party.
Concerning historical reflections, it is important to ask whose reflections they were meant to
be? There were a lot of noise made about 1956 in 1989 both by the democratic political elite and
politically active intellectuals and many of them saw a direct link 1956 and 1989. However, this was
mainly a theoretical construction. As Bill Lomax noted, “revolutions start when ordinary people enter
the public arena and, thus, actively shape historical events. However, after the revolution it is the
political elite and intellectuals who harness the fruits of victory. This is all the more so, because the
history of revolutions is not written by the masses who started them, but by their intellectual advocates,
or the political leadership, that is, those with whom revolutions are identified with in the end.”43

Budapest – Prague – Warsaw

“At the entrance of the Farkasréti Cemetery candles are lit every
November 1. Officially, they are said to be for those who disappeared,
died far away, but the average person believes them to burn for the
revolutionary dead. This year there were a surprisingly large number of
young people around the small flowerbed near the cemetery gates. Did
they really think of the revolution or the Polish priest, Father
Popieluszko, who was murdered earlier, or their own dead? No one can
tell. Be that as it may, policemen standing near the gates viewed them
with unease and suspicion.”44
Publications of the opposition often compared the three violent turning points of the history of Soviet
satellite states – the events of 1956 in Hungary, 1968 in Czechoslovakia, 1981 in Poland. At the least
they discussed what results these three bottom-up processes brought. According to Beszél , the process
of recognition of 1956 took a long time, because Easter and Central European intellectuals originally
defined it as a national uprising and only in 1981 and in the wake of events in Poland was it reevaluated as a revolution:
“Between intervention in the Czech Republic in 1968 and the appearance of the democratic
oppositions, the Marxist opposition figures saw 1956 as a national uprising at best. They did not
think it was a social revolution and they believed that, as opposed to the Prague Spring, the
Hungarian uprising did not bring a desire for more human socialism any closer. The weakening
of the Marxist socialist utopia, the discovery of Bibó' ideas about a self-limiting revolution, and
the spreading of the hope from Poland were all necessary for opposition thinkers – both the
democratic opposition and the former Marxist reformers who joined forces – to see 1956 as a
revolution and as such it differ from other red letter days in that the anniversaries were the
42
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realization of an invisible process.45
István Eörsi, who was imprisoned for years after 1956, went further and reasoned that it was only the
Hungarian national uprising in 1956 that fought the Communist regime in the ideological dimension.
Instead of state socialism, Hungarian revolutionaries demanded real socialism, representative
democracy, workers' councils, and the making of state property into public property. He thought that he
following two confrontations (Czechoslovakia 1968 and Poland 1981) were dominated by material
demands rather than ideals. Communists in power promised material gains in exchange for
consolidation:
“For the existing power structures only attainable or believably promised goods and allotments
served as legitimization. This turn across Europe was brought not by 1956, but the beautiful and
doomed 1968. It was then that it became clear that there is no Prague spring or student
movements in Paris or West Berlin that could transform the 'already existing socialism' into real
socialism or abolish the adversities of capitalism. In the West, student movements as well as
workers' movements suffered a general defeat when workers abandoned their parties. It was this
defeat that the Polish workers repeated on the Eastern part of the continent in different historical
and organizational settings in December 1981, when their head was chopped off by Jaruzelski
who loudly pronounced that “I am the least of two evils” 46
István Csurka, who could still legally publish as a writer but was getting closer and closer to the 'népi'
opposition circles, described 1956 as a singular event, which is explained in the following way:
“The fate of Hungary still differs from the fate of other Central European peoples in one
respect. It is the consequences of the revolution that makes all the difference. Until today this
has been the first and largest of explosions. This explosion by nature could not be self-limiting.
What followed in Czechoslovakia and Poland were already self-limiting events.”47
Csurka's use of the word, self-limiting is interesting not only because it refers to the wording of
Jadwiga Staniszkis,48 but also because a few years later the Hungarian negotiated transition was
described in the same terms, which then referred to the formal rules of the roundtable negotiations and
the equality of the participants.
János Kis also called attention to the differences between the three crises in Central Europe.
However, he focused on the difference in the nature of political consolidation. He said that the holders
of power used different methods to rule individual countries. Thus, changes that followed revolutions
had no clear pattern:
“In Hungary after November 1956 and in Czechoslovakia after August 1968 the Soviet-type
political regimes were restored in their entirety. Here the party was reorganized, there the party
was tamed by mass cleansing and then its power was restored at every level. The illegal bodies
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of resistance were (here the revolting groups; there the network of independent radios) were
destroyed, the temporarily legal independent social organizations (workers' councils in both
countries) were outlawed and crushed, the temporarily independent social organizations (artists'
associations) were taken over. Of course within the framework of restoration, political
developments took divergent roads. In Hungary the situation started to be consolidated between
1960 and 1963. As opposed to this, the repressive measures have not been lifted in
Czechoslovakia. However, we should not forget that society in Hungary was just as unable to
influence the process of consolidation as in Czechoslovakia. Half a year after the invasion, even
the thought of organized social resistance was out of question.
“As its revolution, the counterrevolution in Poland also differs from earlier examples. Of
course, Jaruzelski also declared emergency in order to restore the previous order. The authority
of the party and government apparatus was strengthened, independent social organizations were
banned, most independent artists' associations were dissolved. However, three years after
December 1981, this process is far from being completed and it is unlikely that it will ever be...
Because of the unfinished restoration and because not all social movements were abolished,
there were several transitory institutions whose legality the government did not question, but
whose activities it could not entirely control.”49
Although Kis spoke of Polish changes as an unfinished process, contributors of Beszél made it clear
that they saw the 1956 revolution in similar terms. This remained so up until the very end of 1980.

Hungary, Central-Europe, Europe
The opposition was in agreement in that many social and political problems were rooted in the fact that
the borders of the nation and the state were different. Beyond that, the opposition was divided over two
contradictory interpretations of the situation. This disagreement was the consequence of the different
social traditions that resurfaced after 1956, i.e. the 'népi' (traditionalist and popular) and urban
(Western-oriented) views.
In later samizdat issues, the deepening crisis and the maturing of the democratic opposition
resulted in a more clearly defined division between the 'népi' and urban groups. “The main goal of the
'népi' grouping was to achieve the appearance of popular democratic nationalism as the official policy.
The 'népi' camp thought that the guarantee for the survival of Hungarian society as a political
community and the protection of its independent political identity was keeping national consciousness
alive and giving official rhetoric a patriotic tint. The patriotic rhetoric was a means to distance
themselves from what was official and thus still acceptable. Contrary to this, the urban position held
that if its representatives joined the official anti-nationalism and the rejection of patriotic rhetoric –
which fitted well with the bourgeois radical and social democratic orientation -, they could perhaps
carefully hid a few thoughts in their articles about the ideals of the smitten revolution. The 'népi' side
did not see this possible.”50
In Beszél , the representatives of the urban view most often voiced their concern over the lack
of legal rights for Hungarians outside Hungary. As opposed to this, the followers of the 'népi' position
painted a dramatic picture of national extinction as a consequence of the existing situation. While the
former believed that national question was primarily a political issue, the latter built their reasoning on
49
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the idea of a cultural nation. Miklós Duray, member of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia wrote about
this in the following terms:
“When it comes to this question [i.e. the question of national minorities – A. B.], we
Hungarians are most interested in the fate of the Hungarians who found themselves outside the
borders when historical Hungary was cut to pieces. Not only because this event was unjust and
illegal, but because it plays a decisive role in the relationship of the Hungarian and neighboring
nations, that is, the politics of Central Europe.”51
According to the 'népi' radical, István Csurka, “there are some who gloat over this process [i.e. the
decline of the Hungarian nation – A. B.], whose actions only serve this deadly process. However, to be
able to continue with the process of ethnic annihilation, they hide their gloating and blame nationalism
on those who dare to raise their voice about national annihilation. It is not only the weakness of the
Hungarian nation, but also the moral decline and the lack of self-consciousness that encourage the
repression of Hungarians, radical nationalists, and the tacticians and strategists of assimilation.
Not all contributors treated Hungarians as a homogeneous group. The philosopher Gáspár
Miklós Tamás, who originates from Transylvania, used the derogative nickname used by Romanians
for Hungarians, 'Bozgor', in order to describe his experience in Hungary:
“I thought I could be Hungarian without being a ‘Bozgor’. I have had suspicions for some time
that this is self-deception. At first, the only obtrusive sign was that the swag we carried over
from Romania contained food for very few people. The Devil knows what is wrong with us,
‘Bozgors.’ Our intonation and body language are urban, yet we still count as rural in Hungary;
our liberalism is Hungarian, but protestant; it is obvious from our tardiness that that we were
left out of every Hungarian revolution and counterrevolution of the twentieth century.
Undeniably, twentieth century modern Hungarians are fictional to us. We are all Hungarians,
but we have lived under different dictatorships.” 52
All contributors agreed that the nation was struggling with problems that was the consequence of the
new borders instituted by the Trianon peace treaty. They thought that Hungarians outside our borders –
especially in Romania and Czechoslovakia – lived deprived of their legal rights. Although everyone
agreed with this, there was less agreement about the causes of the current state of affairs. The
representative of the ’népi’ view argued that the cause behind legal deprivation was the cultural and
moral decline of Hungarians in Hungary, which prevented them from successfully lobby for Hungarian
minorities. The followers of the urban tradition attributed legal deprivation to the repressive nature of
political regimes. State socialism did not ensure freedom of speech, which was the fundamental means
of representing and furthering the cultural and legal interest of minorities. At the same time, they
pointed out that dictatorships in the region that lacked legitimacy attempted to create it by using
nationalist propaganda and victimizing Hungarians. the Kádárist leadership in Hungary was also held
responsible for the situation, because it did not advance the interests of Hungarian minorities. Thus,
while the ‘népi’ view saw the Hungarian issue as cultural, for the urbanists it was a political problem.
The problems concerning Hungarians and Hungarian minorities were closely linked to the issue
of Central Europe, since the conflict among nations in the region affected their foreign policies. Many
asked whether Central Europe existed and, if it did, where its borders were? Beszél ’s answer was an
51
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unequivocal yes to the existence of Central Europe as a historical formation. “Meetings and contacts
are numerous in the past of Central Europe. We share a part of our history and our cultural traditions
has common elements.”53
However, Central Europe came to be redefined and artificially sustained as a political-military
unity. It was an area ruled by Socialist regimes and the Warsaw Pact. According to the writer, György
Konrád, “our life and thinking were depressively defined by the East-West schizophrenia. The ruling
social-political reality of today is no longer that of the nation state but of bloc states. It is not social
reality that determines political reality but on the reverse.” 54 István Eörsi articulated this in the
following way: “The people of Eastern and Central Europe live in regimes labeled as “real-time
socialism” – what an expression! It expresses perplexity, the beginning for forgiveness and the fact of
forgiveness. East of Eden, it is called the 'socialism of we-cannot-do-better-than-this' and on the west of
Eden it is called the 'socialism of “they-cannot-do-better-than-this'.” 55
For the opposition, Central Europe was also a cultural bloc. As opposition critic, Sándor
Radnóti wrote, “Wolfgang Mantl is right in saying that in the Eastern bloc Central Europe stands for
the desire to belong to the West and for anti-Soviet feeling. The division of Europe – if we disregard the
bleeding wound of Berlin – is best signified by the differences between Vienna and Budapest or
between Vienna and Prague. We cannot pretend that this difference does not exist; it would be selfdeception on our part. From the West, it would be offending tact. If any virtual unity – and Central
Europe is one – serves the purpose of covering over these differences in the name of a beautiful dream,
then understanding negligent and will remain illusionary.”56
In the view of the democratic opposition, Central Europe was not created in Yalta. It exited
before that and is defined by common historical experience. However, socialism isolated it by forcing
Socialism on it and inserted it into the bipolar world order as counterweight to the West. This definition
was finally accepted by the people of Central Europe, because it corresponded to their experience.
However, instead of the official propaganda about an ideal social order, they saw the region defined by
the lack of freedom and the unavailability of certain products.
“It must be seen that Europe is not our home. For forty years the party leadership had done
everything to ensure that it would not be our home. We only have to read the newspapers of the
past, which show how consistently we were shut off and made to turn our back on anything that
comes from the West.”57
Western Europe accepted this isolation. What is more it owned it up: “what is East of the Elbe is no
longer Europe even according to meteorological maps. It is only an animal farm.” 58 Thus, the division
was not only the fault of Socialist regimes but also of Western Europe that accepted and internalized
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this.

The Taboos Fall: Hungarian Minorities, Jews in Hungary and Political Emigration

Hungarians Living in Minority
Hungarians living outside the borders were an unavoidable issue for every Hungarian government after
1918. After the Communists came to power, the Rákosi regime decided to make this issue a taboo. For
the regime, minorities simply did not exist. The Stalinist regime could ignore this subject for two
reasons. First, Communism was an international ideology that did not think in terms of nations but
social classes. This suggested that the common goals of the international proletariat was more
important than the Hungarian national interest. Second, the regime was also anti-fascist, which also
made it possible to ignore the minority issue. Since Communists contrasted themselves with fascism,
the revisionist goals of the Horthy era, which was defined in unequivocally fascist terms, fell outside
the possible courses of action in foreign affairs. Every policy that fought for the rights of Hungarian
minorities or listed their grievances carried it the danger of appearing similar to the foreign policy that
led to the tragedy of Hungary in World War II. Thus, up until the end of the 1950s, “we cannot speak of
independent Hungarian foreign policy.”59
This only changed somewhat in the 1960s when the Kádárist leadership rediscovered the
minority question. In this period, the issue was dealt with within the framework of the so-called
ideology of dual attachment. That is, while national minorities have cultural ties with their mother
nation, as citizens of another state. They are required to keep themselves to the legal order of that state.
The principle of “non-intervention” prevented the regime from making public attempts in order to
improve the situation of ethnic minorities abroad, but behind close doors negotiations were going on
with the Czechoslovak and Romanian leadership concerning culture and education. Nonetheless, in
order to preserve the unity of the bloc, Hungarian leaders never made public statements about the bad
situation of Hungarian minorities or the discriminatory measures brought against them.
The members of the democratic opposition found this approach unacceptable. As early as the
first two issues of Beszél the work of Tibor Fényi about the history of the Hungarian minority in
Czechoslovakia after 1945 was published. According to Fényi’s periodization, Hungarians in
Czechoslovakia were entirely deprived of their rights between 1944-1948, and Stalinist consolidation
did not bring any substantial improvement in 1948: deportation, forced relocation, and the confiscation
of property characterized the late 1940s. Slovak nationalists limited the activities of the Cultural
Association of Hungarian Workers’ of Czechoslovakia (CSEMADOK), which came into being in 1949.
Fényi describes the period after 1965 as an era characterized by the strengthening of nationalism at the
expense of minorities.
György Nagy, who analyzed the situation of Hungarian intellectuals in Romania with the use of
numerous statistics, painted a similarly dire picture:
“The data unequivocally prove that since 1966 the role of minority intellectuals in social and
cultural life decreased both in comparison to the ratio of Hungarians within Romania and in
comparison to the number of minority intellectuals in Romania. The number of people who
belonged to the minorities and had a university or college degree decreased further and this
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process has hit the Hungarian minority especially hard.” 60
Besides the Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia, the minority in Romania received the greatest
publicity in the opposition press. In a radical article, Gáspár Miklós Tamás, who moved from
Transylvania to Hungary, blamed the Kádár regime, because the guided and censored Hungarian public
sphere was silent especially with respect to Romania. “They describe the famine there with cautious
irony, they wink meaninglessly in the distance as they discuss Hungarian literature in Romania, but
both poverty and the oppression of Hungarians go unmentioned. (…) The most important things –
solidarity, compassion, and indignation – are not voiced at all.”61
Miklós Duray and Kálmán Janics were among the most important advocates of the interests of
the Hungarian minority in Slovakia and often expressed their views in Beszél , which also published
their autobiographic novels and an interview with Duray. In connection with this, István Eörsi bitterly
noted that
“… only from these books [the autobiographical writing of Duray and Janics – A. B] did I learn
about the fact that after 1945, the Czechoslovak state and its constitution was built on racist
foundations. It declared its intention to create a Slavic state and built it on the deprived rights of
non-Slavic inhabitants. I am appalled that Hungarian peasants were not allowed to take part in
the land reform and 97 percent of Hungarians had no voting rights, social security insurance or
pension. I was even more surprised at reading that the Communist leaders were openly and
proudly racist. Communist was so attractive in my adolescence, because it promised to abolish
class, national, and racial antagonisms that were built on birth right. In 1983 I had to learn that
there had been a Communist Party in the year when Nazism was defeated that advocated a
nationalistic and racist program.”62
According to the poet Sándor Csoóri, who was the accepted leader of the 'népi' movement, Trianon was
the cause of the minority neurosis and the divided conscience of and the conflict between the peoples
of Central Europe. Yet, Csoóri saw the post-1956 changes in Hungary in a positive light. He thought
that “finally we are believed” in international politics. He believed that this was the consequence of
both the revolution and the economic reforms that happened after the revolution. Therefore, he
believed, it was time for Hungarian politicians and intellectuals to stand up for the rights of Hungarians
outside Hungary. 63
Hungarian Jews
Somewhat related to the minority issue, but in a completely different way, Beszél also discussed the
other great taboo of the Kádár regime – the situation of the Jews in Hungary. According to Marxist
ideology, capitalism is the result of harmful processes whether they are cultural, religious, or patriotic.
Thus Marxists believed that the victory of Socialism would end antisemitism and the Jewish problem
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as well. 64 That is, Marxism did not break with the assimilationist paradigm of the nationalist
movements of the nineteenth century.
Despite this theoretical position, in the Socialist countries of East-Central Europe neither Jews
nor antisemitism disappeared, which created some tension between the theoretical principles and their
realization in practice. The Kádár regime resolved this tension by denying the existence of the Jewish
problem. It claimed that the “counterrevolution [of 1956] allowed for numerous expressions of
antisemitism,”65 but the consolidation that followed did away with these anti-Jewish tendencies.
Although the state accepted the existence of the Israelite church and under strict limits allowed its
operation, it did not acknowledge the possibility of the existence of a religious Jewish identity and
unequivocally denied the presence of antisemitism in Hungary.
This taboo was refuted by Beszél . On the one hand, they called attention to the Jewish
participants of the revolution who got more severe punishment because their origin or identity.
“It was the origin of Gábor Földes, the talented Communist director of the theater in Gy r, that
caused his downfall. Even though famous colleagues spoke up for him and everyone knew that
Földes did not encourage anyone to make public tribunals but tried to save the life of ÁVH
agents who fired at crowds and many of whom were later lynched. The Presidential Council
decided that it would not look good if of all those on death row it would be a Jew who was
pardoned in Gy r…
Former Communist and clerics – leftists and rightists – were accused side by side. As we
remember them, we wish to make no difference among them – they were all martyrs of a cause
whether we agree with their political views or not. We see the Communist Zoltán Schönherz as
much of a martyr of anti-fascism as we do the racist Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky and the Zionist
Hanna Szenes, who was executed in the prison on Margit körút (even if her name is missing
from the official catalog of martyrs) although we are neither Zionists nor racists.”66
When the peace movement, SALOM, wrote an open letter to the National Representatives of the
Hungarian Israelites and demanded the redefinition of the relationship between Jews and Hungarians,
Beszél did not only publish the letter but also the reactions to it. The critical analysis that János Kis
wrote about the letter, also claimed that “since the turn of the 1960s and 1970s, along the rising
consciousness of Hungarians, albeit partially independently of it, the number among Jewish youth who
want to openly accept their Judaism, feel togetherness with the Jewish Diaspora of the world and Israel,
and own the special Jewish traditions has increased. SALOM voices the claim of these young people
when it breaks with the hundred-year old principle of assimilation. 'Although we acknowledge the right
of the individual to assimilation, we believe that the Jews of Hungary should not assimilate, but
integrate into the society of their homeland.' That is, instead of doing away with all the differences
between Jews and non-Jews, the aim is that Jews preserve their tradition, become a minority and find
their place in Hungarian society that way. ”67
According to Kis, this did not mean total assimilation, at least not in the way that official
propaganda claimed. This was different, because “Jews almost entirely live and behave like any
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Hungarians, its environment still singles them out. It is a vain attempt to try to assimilate. It only leads
to a compulsion to prove ourselves, minority complexes, and humiliating exposures.”68
Hungarian Political Emigration
The existence and activities of Hungarian emigrants abroad was another sensitive issue for the system.
Right after 1956, the official Communist position classified the emigrants into two groups. Those, who
emigrated between 1945 and 1947, were described as “the fascist supporters of the Horthy regime” and
those who left in 1956-1957 were called “counterrevolutionaries” The opposition not only disapproved
the position of the regime, but identified the controversies hidden in it:
“Since 1945, a million Hungarians has left the country as a result of the violent means that
characterized the historical processes and social shocks that the realization of Socialism brought
with it. The vast majority of them were forced into emigration, because the Socialist regime saw
them as enemies. This attitude was accentuated by death threats, prison sentences, forbidding
them to practice their profession, and by strict sentences in their absence. The official opinion
about the emigrants did not change until the end of the 1960s. Communist party propaganda
described it as radical rightist, reactionary, fascist, and counterrevolutionary. Following détente
in the 1970s and the Helsinki agreement, the universal condemnation of emigrants was replaced
with a less extreme view, which divided emigrants into good and bad ones. The 'good'
emigrants were those who were ready to cooperate with official Hungarian organizations and
the 'bad' ones were those who refused to do so.”69
samizdat publications treated works written in emigration as an integral part of Hungarian culture.
However, almost without exception, these works were all 'to be banned' according to the Communist
power elite.

Economic Policy in the Kádár Era
Finally, most of the Hungarian samizdat publications attentively followed the alternatives that were
worked out in the area of economic policy. The history of the 'new economic mechanism’ (NEM) that
was introduced in 1968, were analyzed in numerous comprehensive studies before transition. 70 The
beginning of economic reforms in Hungary should be dated to 1963 when Rezs Nyers, the secretary
of the Central Committee of the Party, created an informal economic advisory body to start the reforms.
His suggestions became the basis for the comprehensive reform package. Changes were necessary
because by the mid-1960s it became clear that economic growth slowed in the Socialist bloc. This
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included the inadequacy of agricultural production, technological and scientific research and
development, or the imbalance of payments. These phenomena were confusing, because Socialist
propaganda claimed that CMEA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance) countries would catch up
with the level of economic and industrial development of the capitalist countries. The eighth Congress
of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party in 1962 declared “that national income between 1960 and
1980 increased fourfold … industrial production was increased five times… [and] the industrial
products will be made with high-level technology. By 1980 the consumption per capital will be higher
in Hungary than in capitalist countries.”71
Economic reforms were introduced in East Germany in 1963, in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union in 1965 and in Hungary in 1968 as answers to the unfavorable economic tendencies that were
contrary to official expectations. Hungarian reforms started in agriculture when small-scale private
farms were allowed. These production units based on private ownership did not replace but temporarily
supplemented Socialist production.
However, after the democratization in Prague in 1968 repressive measures were made stricter
and this did not favor the survival of Hungarian reforms. Despite the fact that Kádár expressed his
official commitment to reforms after the intervention, Hungarian political leaders had to make a u-turn
in the early 1970s. This, however, was never accepted as official policy. The leadership talked about
“corrective measures” and “temporary difficulties”, but these did not correspond to the size of the real
crisis. By the early 1970s, “it became clear for Kádár that the reform policy of 1968 cannot be
continued and that the leadership in Moscow demanded scapegoats.”72 Kádár realized the threatening
nature of the situation, utilized the division in the Politburo, and in the end only Rezs Nyers and Jen
Fock had to resign, but he could stay in power. These dramatic events were did not miss the attention of
the opposition, either. János Kis wrote that
“the turn abroad, that is the occupation of Czechoslovakia, made the necessity of a decision
imminent. From 1969 on, the natural adversaries of reforms – the leaders of state firms who
were threatened by competition; the leaders of the regional party apparatuses, sectoral
ministries, and labor unions – went on the offensive after Brezhnev's rhetoric gave them
encouragement. The Kádárist leadership was not ready to fight: it constantly retreated and gave
way to the anti-reform coalition, which was so weak that despite the backing received from
Moscow, it could not work out a clear policy and fell apart as soon as it emerged victorious
between 1972 and 1974. Kádár could again solidify his position and play the balancing act
between various factions.” 73
Economic depression was unavoidable, which called the reform generation of the 1970s into being:
“Towards the end of the 1970s, it became clear that the reserves of the Kádárist polices were
exhausted. The return of newer concessions constantly decreased. As the stress was moved over
to the secondary economy, it became clearer by the day that progress would sooner or later will
clash with the biological limits of self-exploitation. It became obvious that for certain groups
this was not the right direction: growing inequalities made their mark. The spreading of
uncontrolled economic activities increased autonomy vis-à-vis the state, but the effects of
valueless self-exploitation on life-style were frighteningly destructive. Cultural progress also
achieved the limit where the organization of various views, and open debates that were free of
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tutelage became essential for survival. New generations appeared for whom the consolidation
was not an unexpected gift, but a natural point of departure.”74
That is, in the face of official propaganda, which said that the country was continuously moving
forward on the “Leninist road of Socialism” and that difficulties were temporary, János Kis claimed
that the difficulties were rooted in the nature of the regime. The Kádár regime ensured its legitimacy by
showing newer and newer results, repeatedly making political concessions, and increasing living
standards. But the sources of growth – which were cheap Soviet raw material and Western credits –
dwindled by the end of the 1970s. The regime could only silence the dissatisfied population with
further concessions. However, this would have resulted in such a degree of democratization that would
have ended in the abolishment of the regime.

The Perceptions of Normality
One of the main building blocks of the Kádár regime was the perception of normality, in which 'normal'
life equaled the opportunity for an apolitical existence. The media of the time often used the “deceiving
strategy of normalization”; they painted “heroic”, irrational deeds in unbelievable colors.
Nationalization was described not as a process based on force and violence but one that was the result
of the voluntary joining of rational individuals. How could it be otherwise? Why would a rational
person work alone? Why would he want to be just a needle in a haystack?
Political Activism as a Form of Mental Illness
After 1956 and in connection with resisting intellectuals, the media often tried to prove their
irrationality and used the illusion of normality. The story of Tibor Pákh's hunger strike exemplifies this
well.
“We do not have to introduce Dr. Tibor Pákh to the readers of Beszél (…) therefore, here we
only summarize the antecedents. Dr. Tibor Pákh, the 59-year old lawyer, was imprisoned for
twelve years after 1956 because he wrote political essays. His imprisonment was not longer,
because he was declared to be 'mentally unfit' for good in 1971 and the rest of his sentence was
abolished after he received electroshock treatment and was put into insulin-induced coma on a
regular basis. Tibor Pákh went on hunger strike in prison to protest for the human rights of the
imprisoned. He did the same 15 years later when he joined Polish civil rights activists in the
church of Podkowa Leszna in the spring of 1981. In October 1981, he protested when his
passport was illegally revoked. It was then that he was taken to the National Mental Institute.
He underwent forced treatment in the hospital: he was intravenously given drugs to modify his
consciousness and was fed forcefully. At this point, this could no longer be kept secret, because
57 intellectuals and many international organizations spoke up for the inhuman and dangerous
'treatment'. Finally, Tibor Pákh was released from the hospital at the end of October (but he did
not get his passport back).”75
The authorities treated Pákh's protests as mental illnesses, that is, paranoia based on false political
ideals and schizophrenia which resulted in an eating disorder. It did not occur to authorities that his life
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could be saved by providing remedy for the legal offenses that were committed against him and not
only by 'treatments' that endangered his life and destroyed his health. What is more, legal offenses
continued, so Tibor Pákh went on hunger strike again in October 1982. As one samizdat journal
reported, “the procedure was the usual. He was taken to a mental institution by force, drugged, tied
down, and fed forcefully. It must have occurred to those who knew the antecedents or signed the
petition in 1981 that the psychiatrist might be right. Or as it was posed in Beszél , 'Is it not too extreme
to risk one's life for a passport?' Or another related question is whether it was reasonable and right to
collect signatures and turn to the domestic and international public on behalf of Tibor Pákh?”76
To answer this question, Professor Charles Durand arrived in Budapest in 1982 and talked to
Tibor Pákh on several occasions for three days. He came to the conclusion that “Tibor Pákh is an
example of how one can be declared mentally unfit for truthful protest. We, psychiatrists, have to fight
the wrongful use of psychiatry. Tibor Pákh feels that he is being persecuted in Hungary. On the basis of
my experience, I must tell that this is not a delusion but the reality. For three days, we were
continuously followed by persons who, I assume, belong to the police.”77
Commemorative Acts
Acts of remembrance symbolically place the taboos back into the world of normality. Such acts lose
their character as direct political protests and they become routine activities, which are often tied to
anniversaries. Commemorative events that are frequently repeated lose their protesting character,
become rituals and this can make unusual, forbidden or – as in Hungary – abnormal behavior
acceptable.
When it comes to the acts of remembrance, the samizdat press was not united. Mostly
Demokrata and sometimes Hírmondó, but Beszél only occasionally reported commemorative events,
which had the purpose of keeping historical events fresh in the minds of civil society.
Demokrata and Hírmondó found commemorative occasions in Hungary particularly important
(for example Mayday in Poland had a similar function: workers demanded changes when they
celebrated Labor Day.) “Remembering the commemorative events” was also a frequent phenomenon in
Hungary, as several opposition reports pointed it out. Examples are the reports of Hírmondó about the
anniversary celebrations of March 15, i.e. the 1848 revolution. 78 and those of Beszél about the
celebrations of the 1956 in private homes. These made a clear distinction between official and private
red-letter days, The regime celebrated April 4 and November 7 while the opposition would have wished
to commemorate March 15 and October 23. The national holidays of the regime were linked to the
1917 Soviet revolution and the Soviet occupation of Hungary in 1945. The opposition celebrated the
beginnings of two Hungarian revolutions: the one that started on March 15, 1848 and the other, which
started on October 23, 1956.

The Role of the Semi-Opposition: The Circle of ‘Nepi’ Writers

Besides the democratic opposition who published samizdat journals outside the official public sphere,
there was a tradition and circle of ‘nepi’ (populist) writers. Their work however rather belonged to the
‘grey zone’ between government and opposition, at least garnering some official recognition. These
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writers did not consciously make informal alliances across borders, expand samizdat, or theorize about
the potential of the opposition in the same (or similar) way as the democratic opposition. Nevertheless,
they represented a very influential intellectual tradition in Hungary going back to the 1920s and 1930s.
In the interwar period the peasantry was squeezed below society, and for this reason it was
unable to articulate its interests itself, and to enter into political alliance. The populist writers of the
time attempted to close this social gap with their activities, but they themselves proved to be of limited
influence: neither the political class of the Horthy regime, nor the national middle class, that entered
into a compromise with the regime, or the isolated bourgeois strata, and not even the targeted peasantry
could have been mobilized by them. Thus the function of their writings remained primarily to keep
social self-conscience alive.
The defeat suffered during World War II, and the communist change of 1948 fundamentally
transformed the structure of Hungarian society. The gentry elite was wiped out, a large part of the
bourgeois middle class was destroyed by the war. In the 1940s many people emigrated from both strata.
In the 1945 land reform more than one million peasants were given land, which was subsequently
forced onto kolkhozes. A larger proportion of the rural poor was absorbed by forced industrialization.
The ‘soft dictatorship’ of the reformist politics of consolidation launched by János Kádár in the 1960s,
was able to make the society digest the shock of the 1940s and 1950s. The issues raised by the populist
writers (large estates, land, agrarian poverty) became obsolete.
Populist thought however, survived in a cultural form, linked to literature, and in the meantime
it did good service to the opponents of reform with the criticism of Western modernization and
consumer society. It played a role in the revival of national traditions from the seventies onwards and as
a new element, it put on the agenda the problem of Hungarian minorities living on the other side of the
border, in other countries. Thus it tried to make populist cultural heritage a nationalist one, and also to
maintain the idea of “middle of the road” – which had a different meaning earlier – equally turning
against Western liberal capitalism and Eastern internationalist communism. Populists found
internationalism common to both, and similarly to the New Left, they condemned the economic
influence of the Western multinational concerns as well as the power monopoly of the Soviet type
system. They regarded both as foreign oppression.
Communist cultural policy, associated with the name of György Aczél, tried to use their
reappearance to divide the opposition; appearing also in the late 1970s, suggesting, that the two kinds
of – Western and populist – criticism could not have a common platform, as the “urbanists” were
Jewish, and the ‘népi’ (populists) were not. This whispering propaganda, which was amplified by the
populists at the rime of regime change, has again made anti-Semitism a political issue. It meant a past
anachronism for the younger generations that have grown up in the shadow of the Kádár-system and
have heard about the populist vs. urbanist conflict only from history books.
The populist writers and their circles were not directly political in their actions, but their
symbolic gestures were usually far more echoed among certain groups of public opinion makers,
especially countryside teachers, churchmen, poets, writers, journal editors, literary figures (etc.) than
the writings and gestures of the rather marginalized democratic opposition. Their message was
coloured with cultural and historical undertones, they were concerned with the ‘mental recovery’ of
Hungarians living under Communism, inside and outside the borders of Hungary. They developed
important intellectual transborder cooperation with like-minded people of the Hungarian community in
Transylvania, Vojvodina, and the Slovakian part of Czechoslovakia. They visited them, provided
Hungarian books for them and saw their historic mission in keeping the Hungarian ‘national spirit’
alive beyond the borders of the nation-state. They operated between officialdom and the direct
opposition. They were anti-communists but ready to compromise with them in order to get closer to
their cultural and political goal. Sometimes they caused troubles for communist officials especially at
the scandalous Writers’ Congresses in 1981 and 1986. In the 1960s and 1970s, their spiritual leader was
the writer Gyula Illyes who died in 1983.
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By the second part of the 1980s, the cultural criticism of popular origins was replaced by the
organizaton of political movements with the pluralization of the intelligentsia and the society, and the
Hungarian Democratic Forum, which was established as a loose intellectual association in Lakitelek in
September 1987, was transformed into a political organization a year later. Some of their spokesmen, as
Istvan Csoori, Istvan Csurka, and Sandor Lezsak later cut their previous ties with the official cultural
politics, represented by the communist Gyorgy Aczel, and moved closer to the opposition. These
writers were instrumental in forming the Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF), first as an independent
movement (in September 1987), later as a political party (in 1988-9). Not accepting “either the tag of
pro-government or of opposition and the pressure of choice,”79 initially the Forum did not function as a
party, yet it was active a party that collected groups from a wide range. Populist thinking emerged from
its purely cultural forms and reappeared on the political stage. It was the MDF which won the first free
elections in March 1990, under the leadership of the former high school teacher and historian, Jozsef
Antall, who became the first, democratically elected Prime Minister in Hungary.
In sum, the populist writers, with their democratic and nationalist agenda did not belong to the
circles of democratic opposition or independent society. They belonged for long to a grey zone, a
‘second society’ which can be characterized as a set of informal relationships within the first, official
society. Its specific characteristic was however that it did not fit into the framework of the official
ideology. Since the Kadar regime paid far more attention to maintain the political monopoly of the
Communist Party and to keep social stability under check than to punish ideological differences, the
regime tacitly acknowledged and tolerated the marginal presence of a nationalistic semi-opposition. As
mentioned above, some Communist politicians, most notably Gyorgy Aczel, sometimes even used
them by playing the nationalist card out in order to keep the democratic opposition ‘counter-balanced’
and thus politically contained.

Conclusions
It is not an easy task to summarize the samizdat publications' view of history, because the analysis of
historical processes was not crucial for Beszél or other samizdat journals. But as they discussed
current events, they often mentioned certain historical events and gave their own interpretation of these
events. Thus, the independents building blocs of the historical memory of the democratic opposition
can be clearly distinguished.
One of the most important characteristics of this memory was that it was almost exclusively
limited to the post-1945 period. Paradoxically, the representatives of the dictatorship and the opposition
agreed that history started in 1945. For example, of the twenty-seven issues of Beszél , only two
mentioned events before the Communist takeover in 1947-1948 and only in passim One of these was
an article that reflected on the speech made by Sándor Csoóri at the Monor meeting in July 1985. The
author, Pál Szalai provided information so as to analyze the behavior of Miklós Horthy in 1944 with
more clarity. 80 Undeniably, he described it as more complex than the simplistic officially fascist image
of Horthy, but his comments made up only two short paragraphs. The other such reference to pre-1945
period was when István Eörsi identified the post-1956 period with the oppression of the Bach-era that
followed the crushed revolution and war of indpendence in 1848:
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“If we want to sincerely approach the memory of 1956, we have to start out of an independent
consciousness. Official political positions help us in this, since – unlike during the reign of
Francis Joseph – it cannot even attempt to make the revolution a part of its traditions. This is so,
because in our times the same people and institutions performed the tasks that were divided
between Haynau, Bach and Deák. Thanks God, this makes it impossible to see our age as the
disillusionary stylization that represented the achievements of the realistic demands of the
revolution.”81
What the opposition found the most unbearable error of the Kádár regime, that is that it erased 1956
from the nation's memory, came to their help. It reminded them that the demands of the revolution were
not achieved – not even in a limited form.
Beszél treated the Communist takeover of 1947 and the role of other parties in this in such a
way that helped do away with the taboo that concerned this issue. The official Communist narrative
talked of the 'voluntary' union of the Hungarian Communist Party and the Social Democratic Party in
1948, which resulted in the creation of a united workers' party, the Party of Hungarian Workers.
However, the union was preceded by the salami tactics of the Communist party and election frauds in
1947. Beszél proved these and the opposition of the social democrats by publishing relevant
contemporary documents. The publication of the memorandum of the social democratic Peyer group
was also closely linked to the issue of emigration, since Károly Peyer left the country in 1947 and
became a prominent member of the social democrats abroad. The position of the Peyer group “was
timely because of the parliamentary elections called in August 1947. The Social Democratic Party that
fought for fair elections for decades approved an election law that made all kind of frauds possible in
1947. This way, the Social Democratic Party diverged from its earlier principles for temporary gains
and gave its approval to measures that it should have opposed on principle.”82
Beszél published the full version of the last speech of the Christian Democratic politician,
István Barankovics, which he made in December of 1948 and was “the last great expression of
opposition in the Hungarian parliament after 1945.”83 In his speech Barankovics focused on three
issues – the relationship of state and church, the issue of small and medium sized private property, and
the question of human rights – to criticize the Communists. It is not difficult to notice that these issue
were the ones raised by Beszél . This was what made the publication of the document so timely in the
1980s. The opposition also wanted to prove that democratic opposition had a tradition in Hungary. As
they said,, “no one should say – least of all János Kádár in his interview to Time Magazine – that
Hungary has no democratic tradition and, consequently, the Communists must teach democracy to the
people.”84
Beyond the examples above, there were no other references to earlier historical events or
processes in Beszél . What could explain this? The reason could be partially tactical: contributors
thought that the facts of the distant past are not efficient enough to pressure the dictatorship for a
reaction. On the other hand, samizdat publications focused on current – not past – problems, especially
on those that resulted from the repressive nature of the regime. The roots of repression could in part be
found in the outside, i.e. of Soviet occupation, and they could have gone back no further in time than
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the Socialism of the old 19th century. Since criticism targeted the Kádár regime, it was obvious that the
greatest attention should be paid to events and processes that could question the legitimacy of the
regime.
From the point of view of historical memory, the 1956 revolution was the most important
historical theme. There was no common point in the interpretation of 1956 between the regime and
Beszél . The journal already expressed protest by simply calling the 1956 a revolution as such,
analyzing it, and refuting the silence that the regime forced on society, which the contributors called
'national forgetting'.
Beyond this, opposition writers renounced official propaganda. They showed that
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In 1956, revolution erupted, which was based on broad social unity,
The revolution defined its goal as the democratization of the system,
Imre Nagy's government was not made up of traitors,
The retribution and trials following the revolution were not legal in any sense,
The new apparatus in power, which was led by János a Kádár, did not entirely break with the
customs of the Rákosi regime. What is more, at the beginning it used the same tactics to
consolidate its power,
6. Following retributions, Hungarian intelligentsia subsided into silence in the 1960s, but this was
not the consequence of accepting the social compromise. Rather, it was based on the fear of
Stalinist restoration and on resignation about what could not be changed.
The assessment about the role of intellectuals relates to this last point. While the early issues of
Beszél described the 1960 as the era of silence, later issues partially reassessed this position and
pointed out that among intellectuals the 'népi' and urban views started to appear again. In 1987, Beszél
openly identified these two opposition movements: the followers of the 'népi' position tried to add a
patriotic flavor to their statements and the representatives of the urban position agreed to the antinationalism of the official policy line so that they could get their views published despite censorship.
While the former viewed the problems of the nation from a cultural point of view, the latter treated it in
terms of a political program.
The national question was one of the problematic issues discussed by the democratic opposition
and this was the cleavage along which different opposition positions developed. The 'népi' position
believed that the Hungarian nation was in a moral crisis. As opposed to this, the 'urban' position blamed
the economic and political crisis on the regime and its leadership. The differences between these two
positions could be most clearly seen in their treatment of Hungarian minorities abroad.
Besides reinterpreting the meaning of the revolution, the samizdat press demolished taboo
issues that the regime tried to shovel under the carpet. This way Beszél discussed poverty, the situation
of Jews in Hungary, and Hungarian emigrants and minorities abroad. These problems existed but were
hardly new. Therefore, they gave a chance to examine their causes and history. Consequently, the
members of the democratic opposition pointed out that the situation of the Hungarian minorities in
Romania and Czechoslovakia could not be treated as solved despite the internationalist nature of
Socialist ideology. They found similar faults in the traditional treatment of the 'Jewish question', which
was based on religious and assimilationist policies. For the opposition, Hungarian emigrants were not a
group of 'fascists', as the official propaganda claimed, and could not be divided into good and bad
types. Rather they were treated as an integral part and constituent community of the nation
Official propaganda tried to divide Hungarian emigrants into good and bad and the East-West
division appeared as a similar antagonism in its worldview. The samizdat movement also accepted the
existence of a division between East and West, but unlike official propaganda, questioned that this
could be described along Socialist values. The division of Europe for them was characterized by
lacking than by having. Freedoms were lacking in Eastern Europe and it was obvious to the opposition
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that the Soviet bloc will never catch up with Western Europe economically. Although the dividing line
in the Cold War resulted from World War II. and the agreement in Yalta, and became unquestionably
clear with the building of the Berlin Wall, the economic differences had their roots in an earlier era and
were linked to earlier historical developments.
Dissident intellectuals of Beszél saw Central Europe – and not Eastern Europe – as a
geographic and historical unit. They identified the turning points of the recent past in the events of
1956, 1968, and 1981. Beszél regularly let Polish and Czech and Slovak intellectuals voice their
views, commemorated the anniversary of the Prague spring, and followed the fate of Solidarity – the
movement of independent Polish labor unions. Thus, the opposition mostly meant Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary by Central Europe, that is, Central Europe was the geographic area
between Germany and the Soviet Union that had a common historical heritage, experienced both
fascism and Communism and gave life to democratic opposition, critical publicity, and independent
civil society.
Finally, the democratic opposition refuted the official economic self-definition of the system,
which was based on the Marxist evolutionary ideal. According to the opposition, the situation after
1956 was not only characterized by improving economic trends but also by inconsequential reforms
that were followed by hangs in the process of execution. In addition, from the early 1970s, the process
of accelerating accumulation of national debt and lagging behind Western capitalist countries were
added to these.
Based on this, I conclude that the democratic opposition did not question the historical
interpretation of the Kádár regime entirely. Only the self-definition of the regime and its historical
determinants were called into question.

***
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Appendix
Table 1. The Diverging Position of the democratic opposition and the Kádár regime
Theme
History

Kádár regime

Nation

Europe

Central-Europe

The interpretation of the democratic
opposition
Limited view of history which
concentrated on the post-1945 period
1947-48 was not a positive turning
point; it meant the dissolution of the
opposition
1956 was a revolution, democratic
aspirations
Did not break with the customs of the
Rákosi regime
Brutal retaliations after 1956
Resignation rather than social
compromise
Economy: there is no continuous
progress characterized by reforms,
hangs, and crises
Unresolved issues, chronic problems
(e.g. poverty, the churches, Jews,
Hungarian emigration, Hungarian
minorities)
Turns against the internationalist
narrative of the regime
The Hungarian nation does not equal
with the size of the country, which
generates political problems
'Népi' view: The issue of ethnic
minorities is a cultural and moral
problem
Urbanist view: the problem of ethnic
minorities is a consequence of the
political regime
The East-West division is not void of a
value judgment, and existed before
1945
The defining events are those of 1956,
1968, 1980-81.
The defining countries are Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, and Poland

The official position of the regime
The blooming of history started after
1945
Socialisms came as a turning point in
1948.
1956 was a counter-revolution
Historical compromise
Strict, but just reactions
Compromise
Linear and steady economic progress

Such problems do not exist

Internationalism of the proletariat
These problems are the shadows of the
past, which can be solved in the spirit of
internationalism
These problems are remnants of the
past, which can be solved in the spirit of
internationalism

The socialist system stands above
capitalism in its historical chances
It is the community of socialist people's
democracies, its geographical location
is secondary.
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